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of the healthy heart is cxiply suifx-ier.t to tree: J.! ^\"\[-::^r.:\^. In :'.;;4
tmhed athlete the heart is able to inc
to satisfy the requirements of the body e^en at res:, Bet'^en
r.vo extremes, all intermediate decrees of cardiac erilcier^,} ^re 1
in health and disease.
In patients with heart disease there are v*o factors invoked :r /"-;-<
limiting the cardiac reserve: the one is anatomical and refund the '"' '
scope of medical treat-	^	^ /
rnent. the other is chiefly	~      __
biociiemkal and can be
in Hue need by suitable
therapeutic measures*
This can be Illustrated In
the form of a diagram.
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In Fig. 54, (i), the column
AC represents the capa-
city of the heart for work
in a normal healthy sub-
ject AB being the resting
or basal requirement and
BC the additional amoun t
of work ^hich can be
5/iSAL
Cardiac
fig. 54.— Diagram slicking eapidt) of heart for
fk in f' 2} normal health. and i
For explanation &x text below
undertaken without signs
of distress, i.e. the cardiac
reserve. As the result of
athletic training, the "con-
dition' of anorina! person
improves and he is able to undertake more severe exertion withoitt
discomfort. The part CD represents the additional reserve of the trained
athlete. On the other hand, the who leads a sedentary life and
not take sufficient exercise to keep himself *fif falls below normal, just
as the athlete rises above it. These three columns represent the variations
found in health, which be termed the	(Av), the athletic
(Are), and the sedentary (sed) types,
The second diagram (Fig, 54, ii) represents the	in the
reserve in a patient with a severe	lesion* His reserve can
be Increased by treatment (fr); but, if he	his	the heart's
capacity for work may fall below the	level (e),	is
In the cardiac than in the normal subject (see p. 371). Then,         at
rest, he will have symptoms of	insufficiency.
Chronic	of the heart muscle, the         valves, or the
arteries entails a reduction of the	reserve proportional to the
severity of the structural lesion. The resulting	is
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